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Hello and Namaskar,

Our 18th issue of VSM Connect is being 

published when the country is once again 

facing uncertain times in the face of the 

second wave of Covid-19 pandemic.     

However this time, there’s hope. In spite of 

the testing times, people are                         

well-prepared, have resolved to be                     

together and are selflessly helping each 

other. Some of us may have taken or are in 

the process of taking the vaccine, thanks to 

the Vaccination Drive implemented      

throughout the country.

Just as we felt that the schools & colleges 

would get back to normalcy from the 

coming academic year, the virus took us by 

surprise and exhibited the insignificance of 

mankind against it’s forces. Amidst          

technical and geographical challenges, our 

Mentoring Programme at VSM continued 

to support the education of our students. 

All of us at VSM are taking efforts to meet 
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our students’ needs through online         

workshops and activities. 

On this note, we have pleasure to bring you 

this 18th issue of CONNECT covering the 

following topics:-

• Main Feature : “Evolution of VSM’s Career  

Guidance Teams” which have played a very 

significant role in the success of our 

students

• Side Feature: Six Thinking Hats of Medicos

• Side Feature: Making of Mentor Manual   

   for VSM Volunteers

• VSM Alumni Corner

• Other regular features such as Calendar       

  of Events and VSM in numbers.

We earnestly request each and every one of 

you to actively provide us your frank 

responses, valuable suggestions and 

honest feedback to make the issues of VSM 

CONNECT more participative in nature.

Thank you!
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When VSM started in 2008, the Volunteer 

base was quite small with 8 Volunteers (4 of 

them founder members) and 23 Students. 

There was no structured approach to 

provide academic support to the students 

in their education stream. As the number of 

students started increasing from 23 to 

125+ by 2014, we felt a dire need for             

Volunteers possessing core  competency in 

different subjects of education. Through 

our conscious efforts, we were fortunate to 

gradually attract Volunteers with                        

diversified educational and career                 

backgrounds.

By 2015-16, we were in a position to guide 

& help students in their academic subjects 

primarily in Arts, Science and Commerce 

streams, though in a small way. The leaders 

for different streams were identified and 

these leaders started holding workshops 

with in-house or external faculty to create 

interest in students’ minds about the 

subjects they have taken up as careers, the 

opportunities available and the path to 

follow. The team leaders also were involved 

in the admission process to assess which 

career will be suitable for the selected 

candidate depending on their aptitude, 

capabilities, need and past performance.

The first of the block were Nursing and 

Engineering Career Guidance Teams. Going 

forward other teams of Medical, Pure 

Sciences, IT, ITI, Arts, Commerce, Fine Arts, 

Social sciences were formed. Today, these 

Career Guidance Teams are backbone of 

our academic support to VSM students 

pursuing their careers and have played a 

major role in their improved overall              

performance.

In this issue of CONNECT, we bring you the 

exciting yet challenging journey of our 

Nursing and Engineering teams. We also 

propose to cover the evolution of other 

career teams in the upcoming issues.

Career Guidance Team – Nursing
Team leads - Vidya Jathar, Prachi Dharap 

The first Nursing student was enrolled for 

VSM Scholarship in August 2012. I joined 

VSM in December 2012 and straightaway 

started mentoring that student.

VSM Management was not so much aware 

about Nursing as a Career option                       

particularly for girl students. I had to make 

conscious efforts to convince VSM              

Management that Nursing is a very viable  

option for girl students and will offer them 

job guarantee and financial stability. The       

2nd Nursing student joined in another 4 

months. In the first couple of years there 

were handful of students in VSM who were 

convinced that Nursing offers lifetime job 

opportunities. At one time I was mentoring 

all 7 Nursing students alone without a 

proper team.

Realising the tremendous opportunities 

available in Nursing, VSM started talking 

about Nursing course at Shahapur, Borivali 
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and Pune Centres. We made presentations 

at various meetings about opportunities in 

Nursing and tried to convince parents of 

our students in 11th /12th Standards to 

seriously consider Nursing as a career 

option. VSM management also understood 

that Nursing will make the students                   

financially independent, in line with its’ 

mission, immediately on completion of the 

course.

Since I had Nursing background of many 

years, I thought of sharing the lamp          

lighting & oath taking ceremony at some 

Nursing Colleges, which is a landmark of 

starting a Nursing career. With gradual 

increase in number of Nursing students, 

VSM allotted 3 more volunteers to mentor 

Nursing students. I started sharing         

knowledge about Nursing field and 

exchanging ideas with the volunteers, 

which helped in evolution of the Nursing 

Career Team.

We started having annual Nursing            

workshops for students and VSM                     

Volunteers from 2014-15 which further 

helped us to generate interest in this field. 

Initially we were enrolling students for 

ANM(Certificate) and GNM(Diploma)         

Nursing courses depending on their 

academic performance.  Later around 

2014-15, we identified students with good 

scores in SSC/HSC and encouraged them 

to join B.Sc. Nursing course in reputed 

colleges through NEET entrance exam.

Nursing Team started with just 2 students 

from Shahapur and today we have 47  

Nursing students under VSM umbrella at 

Shahapur, Thane, Pune and Nagpur. We 

have one coordinator each at Pune and 

Nagpur centres and a senior Nursing 

professional from Thane has recently 

joined the team. With support of these 

leaders and co-operation of mentors of 

Nursing students at all centres, we have 

now been able to run the Nursing Career 

Team smoothly.

Till date around 35+ students have been 

placed successfully in various                       

Govt/Municipal/Private hospitals and are 

our proud Alumni. The Alumni                  

Evolution of Career Guidance Teams at VSM
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also played a vital role during COVID 

pandemic as frontline warriors, in spite of 

their young age and stiff opposition from 

their families.

Going forward we would like to see few 

promising students complete their Masters 

in Nursing and take up more challenging 

jobs in India and abroad. We would also like 

to prepare our students for Nursing career 

in Armed Forces Colleges, which carries lot 

of prestige and exciting job opportunities.

Career Guidance Team – Engineering
Team leads - Swati Khare, Ujwala Ranade

Six years ago with the initiative of a few 

VSM volunteers a workshop of mock                 

interviews was conducted for the                     

engineering students in which the                       

interviews were taken by VSM volunteers         

themselves. There was an overwhelming 

response from the students as they found it 

very useful. So they urged to conduct such 

workshops every year. This was how the 

work of engineering career guidance team 

started informally.

Till then the students used to contact their 

mentors for their difficulties and who 

would direct them to a volunteer capable 

of solving them.

From the following years onwards the 

workshop was conducted more                          

systematically by inviting faculties from 

various industries for taking interviews. 

After receiving student’s feedback, various           

initiatives like group discussion, aptitude 

test, activities such as writing a code, 

construction of toy bridge, sharing of            

interview experience with students who 

had already secured a job as part of the             

workshop.

HR experts were called to guide on how to 

face HR interview, how to write CV etc.

Evolution of Career Guidance Teams at VSM

Engineering career workshop
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Evolution of Career Guidance Teams at VSM

Apart from this, a whatsapp group of all 

students with selected alumni has been 

made where students ask their difficulties 

in academics which are answered by senior 

students.

Students are encouraged to do internship 

and they are even helped to find one 

during the vacations. They do online      

courses in computer languages and are 

guided when and in which branch                     

post-graduation should be done. On a day 

prior to campus interview, the team         

members talk to them to give useful tips to 

crack the interview and to boost their 

morale.

With Covid 19 situation our team has start-

ed monthly online sessions in which we 

arrange many lectures, training. Here are 

few examples .

We had conducted sessions on

•  IT Skills, Career paths & Industry demands   

by an industry expert

•  Japanese Language skills and their utility 

in Engineering career by expert Japanese 

trainers

•   Aptitude tests, resume building &                    

interview techniques

• Agile Project Management methodology 

used in software and other industries

• Guiding principles by a software                    

entrepreneur

Currently engineering career guidance 

team consists of three volunteers namely 

Swati Khare, Ujwala Ranade and Nilima 

Patwardhan. There are 38 engineering 

students studying with support from VSM. 

Since last three years the students             

studying in BSc(IT/CS) have been included 

in the group for giving similar guidance. 

The number of these students at present is 

5. We also have around 35 Alumni in our 

group.

Our future plans are as under:

•  Working on participation of Alumni in 

the group

• Providing systematic, continuous             

guidance for resume writing, interviews 

and internships, taking help from 

various industry experts associated with 

VSM

• Soft skills, specially English                              

communication training to students

Another Mock Interview Session of

Engg. Students

Mock Interview of Engg. Student
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Medico Workshop: 
Six Thinking Hats 

Dr. Smita Pa�l

Dr. Manjusha Patankar

Dr. Anuradha Pai

PANELISTS

EDWARD DE BONO’S

During this COVID-19 pandemic, our                        

medical students were at home and they 

were missing their clinical postings. Hence, 

the idea of “Virtual Clinics” was conceived 

and implemented through this Medico       

workshop “Six Thinking Hats”.

The aim was to stress importance of             

accurate and critical thinking while            

treating patients. 

In Medicine, Six Thinking Hats are: 

•  Blue: Overview in the beginning and 

action at the end. 

•  White: History of patient 

•  Green: Examination 

•  Yellow: Pros and cons, Provisional                  

Diagnosis 

•  Black: Investigations and Differential 

Diagnosis 

• Red: Analysis and Counselling. 

The proper selection, sequence and time 

period of wearing these hats is important 

and crucial in clinical practice. 

5 different clinical cases were presented by 

our students and 3 eminent doctors 

guided the students and gave their very 

important inputs.   Our Panellists were: Dr 

Smita Patil, MD (Medicine), Professor & 

Guide at Padmashree D Y Patil Medical 

College, Navi Mumbai, Dr Manjusha              

Patankar, MD (Pharmacology) & Consultant 

to Pharma Companies and Dr Anuradha 

Pai, Occupational Therapist & Professor, 

Sion Hospital, Mumbai. 

Various clinically diverse cases were 

presented by our student studying in the 

different academic years. These included:

1. Hemiplegia: 3rd MBBS - Major students. 

2. Quadriplegia: 3rd MBBS - Minor students

3. Haematemesis: 2nd MBBS students
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4. Cerebral palsy & attention deficit                

disorder: Physiotherapy and                        

Occupational Therapy students

5.  Organophosphate poisoning: Newly 

inducted students of VSM

Each case was very well presented and 

exhaustively discussed. Which hats to use 

in which case, the relevance of doing so 

was emphasized.

Experts shared their knowledge &                    

experiences with the students. Each expert 

guided the students in the different cases 

& the multi-dimensional guidance was 

very enlightening for all.

Students got a chance to freely interact & 

ask questions and this helped them 

increase the core understanding of how to 

handle each specific medical condition.

The first online clinical Workshop was a 

great success and the Medical Team will 

continue its efforts in conducting                     

informative & interesting sessions      

throughout this academic year.

leeding esophageal 

varices due to portal 
hypertension secondary 

to alcoholic liver disease

B
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Side Feature
Making of Mentor 

Handbook
Karyakarta Palak (KP) or mentors are the 

pillars of VSM and it is this concept which 

makes VSM an unique organization.

In the last 14 years, we have come a long 

way wherein our understanding of this role 

has evolved. Though the processes have 

changed over a period of time, the values 

we cherish remain as the spirit of this role.

Mentoring is a continuous process wherein 

we strive to pass on the values and work on 

the processes to bring in efficiency. As a 

humble effort to make the journey of 

being a mentor growth-oriented and 

enjoyable, we have come up with a “VSM 

Mentor Handbook” for mentors that will 

gently hold their hand and take them 

through the whole process of mentoring.

After lot of deliberations and keeping pace 

with the ever evolving technology, it was 

decided to make the handbook using text, 

audio and video formats which would 

appeal to all and will be easy to use. A          

dedicated team of VSM volunteers worked 

relentlessly under the able guidance of Ms. 

Ashwini Joglekar to make this happen.

The handbook explains all the important 

aspects of mentoring like mentor qualities, 

evolution of the mentor role, the role & 

responsibilities of mentors with timelines, 

FAQ’s and the information on the different 

teams/committees of VSM with respective 

contact details of the team leads.

Important Case Studies, Mentor Stories are 

shared which can help in understanding 

the nuances & challenges of the role & how 

to solve them.

The Mentor Handbook is a ready reference 

site where all the basic aspects are 

explained in an easy way to help our       

mentors, especially the new ones to            

understand the role & the processes in a 

very friendly manner.

Making of Mentor Handbook
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 The mentor handbook was inaugurated 

online on 1st January 2021 by Dr. Shubha 

Thatte, Founder, Trustee & Clinical                 

Supervisor, IPH & who is also the mentor & 

advisor of VSM as an organization.

The present “Mentor Handbook” is just the 

beginning and as we move forward we are 

sure that our new mentors will share their 

experiences and enrich  this handbook 

further and help us make it more lively & 

dynamic for future mentors.

Making of Mentor Handbook
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I am a son of poor sugar cane cutters from 

Mandavkhel, a small village in 

drought-stricken Beed district of                       

Maharashtra. My mother was illiterate and 

my father studied till his fourth standard. 

But despite the hardships my parents 

ensured I studied and got educated well. 

After a long tiresome day, my father would 

come home and teach me Maths and 

alphabets.

After 20 years of working as a sugarcane 

cutter, my father bought a piece of land 

and started farming. From my fifth            

standard, I started attending school             

regularly but would  find time to help my 

parents in the farm before school and 

would study late night. I enjoyed studying 

and stood first in class and I loved                   

participating in extra-curricular activities 

and won accolades. I was truly happy! But 

when I was fourteen, I lost my father. I had 

to shoulder the responsibility of my family 

but I knew my father after wanted me to 

continue studying and I was determined to 

fulfill his dream. I came second in the 10th 

exam securing 78% marks and came first in 

the Centre with 73% marks in 12th Science 

exam. I had no money for coaching classes, 

so I studied on my own and cracked        

MHT- CET exam and secured admission in a 

well-known engineering college. To 

support my family, I had to work in a                                  

catering company at night and also giving 

tuitions to needy students. Despite this, it 

was too expensive for me to live in Mumbai 

and manage my expenses.

It was then Ms. Bina Padwal introduced me 

to Ms. Geeta Shah of VSM. VSM supported 

me throughout. I started interning with IIT 

Mumbai. Inspired by renowned                   

Pscychiatrist & Founder of IPH, Dr. Anand 

Nadkarni’s “Vedh” program, I started “Vedh                  

Bhavishyacha” initiative in Beed Dist. It got 

overwhelming response from students, 

Alumni Corner
My story - By Bharat Kadam 
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teachers and parents participating from all 

over. To bring relief to drought-stricken 

village, I encouraged our village to              

participate in the Paani Foundation’s Water 

Cup 2009. With consistent and collective 

efforts of two months, we constructed 

several check dams to conserve the          

rainwater and won the Water Cup for the 

village, with a prize of Rs.20 lacs.

Through Campus Placement I was selected 

as a Data Analyst by Google India and got 

an offer from IBM as a Software Engineer. 

As my focus was to stay close to my village 

to support its development, I had to turn 

down the Google job offer. While working 

with IBM and during the lockdown period, 

I gave the ISTQB exam in the software            

engineering field, and passed it with 92%. 

After working for 3 years, I started my own 

IT company to offer services of software 

development, website development, app 

development, graphic design and digital 

marketing, social media marketing etc. I 

look forward to expand my business in 

other areas as well.

VSM gave me wings to �y and ful�ll my 

dreams. It helped me learn life-skills, 

develop consciousness and consolidate 

my values. VSM will always remain close 

to my heart.

Bharat speaking at Alumni get together

Bharat Kadam with Pani Foundation Trophy
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I am a theatre actor, a B.Ed.(specializing     

inIntellectual Disability) and a                                 

Therapist  cum Trainer with SRCC Hospital 

CASE Therapy Center. But before all that, I 

am a proud daughter of a father who was 

a farmer but who decided to give the best 

possible education to his daughter, who 

taught her to be independent and honest. 

I am honoured to be the daughter of a 

mother who rose beyond her own medical 

conditions, became a role model, taught 

her daughter to make wise choices and to 

be financially independent.

I lost my father in fifth standard to a terrible 

illness. He instilled in me strong hope and 

belief and taught me to ‘never give up’. He 

also seeded in me the love for theatre 

(drama). My mother too got diagnosed 

with the same medical condition but she 

fought on and ensured that I got a good 

education and was in good company. I had 

my first brush with acting in sixth standard. 

It helped me build my confidence. After my 

10th, my mum advised me to take up     

Commerce and be financially independent. 

She advised me to take a part-time job at 

McDonalds rather than working at a 

call-center, as she didn’t want me to be 

lured by the advent of quick money. Little 

did I know what she was preparing me for!

Soon, I lost her too. I slipped into                    

depression. But with my teachers’ and 

friends’ help, I sailed through. I did theatre 

and a job while I studied. It was difficult to 

travel around, but my friends helped me in 

giving their space so that I could continue 

Alumni Corner
My story -Trupti Gaikwad 
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Trupti Gaikwad compering at VSM Vardhapan Din
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studying. I got the opportunity to be a              

shadow-teacher to a child with behavioural 

issues. It was then that I decided to pursue 

B.Ed.( in intellectual disability). I had no 

money, no help, wasn’t fluent in English 

and had no psychology background. But 

VSM stepped in and helped me in pursuing 

my dream! I studied at SNDT college. The 

course was intense and tough. But through 

everything, VSM, my KP Asha Maushi stood 

by me and motivated me. I am indeed 

grateful to God, to my parents, to my     

teachers, to my friends and to the entire 

VSM family for being with me through my 

journey.

I strongly believe,  Yes, you win! But you 

have to have faith in God, in yourself and 

in people around you. Be ready to make 

efforts. Walk, if you can’t run, crawl if you 

can’t walk but don’t give up.                         

Perseverance is the only key for success!  

Struggle is never-ending. You can 

choose whether you want to face it with 

tears or smile!

Trupti Gaikwad at work

Trupti at a Drama Rehearsal
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(March to May) 

Event Calendar 14

Past

March

Date: 7 March 2021
Programme Name: 

Musings in Architecture for B.Arch. 
students

Date: 14 March 2021
Programme Name: 

Intro of Neonatal Therapy in OTPT

Date: 14 March 2021
Programme Name:

Cyber Security Awareness for Engg. and IT 
faculty

Date: 16 March 2021
Programme Name:

Social Work Day by MSW Team

Date: 21 March 2021
Programme Name:

Group Discussion on Social Work by Arts 
Student

Date: 21 March 2021
Programme Name:

Essay Competition for Science students

Forthcoming

April

Date: 11 April 2021
Programme Name: 

General Knowledge and Quiz for Engg., IT 
students

Date: 17 April 2021
Programme Name: 

Film Review for Arts students

Date: 18 April 2021
Programme Name: 

BE FRANK - Be Ambivert

Date: 18 April 2021
Programme Name: 

Cardio Pulmonary Rehabilitation for OTPT 
students

Date: 25 April 2021
Programme Name: 
Basic &amp; Modern Power Plants for ITI 
students

May

Date: 1 May 2021
Programme Name:

VSM Readers  Gappa by Library Team

Date: 2 May 2021
Programme Name: 

Virtual Visit to Major Insustries for ITI 
students

Date: 9 May 2021
Programme Name:

Internship Experiences by Engg. and IT 
students

Date: 13 May 2021
Programme Name: 

ALPS Goal setting for 2021-22

Date: 23 May 2021
Programme Name: 

Concept of Green Architecture

VSM
CONNECT
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Vidyadaan Sahayyak Mandal (VSM), Thane is a registered Charitable 

Trust working in the field of education, providing financial 

support to deserving students from weaker sections of society to 

complete education and become self-sufficient

Email 
connect@vsmthane.org

Contact details
Vidyadaan Sahayyak Mandal, Thane, Block No. 2, 1st Staircase, 1st Floor, 

S.T. Stand Building, Khopat, Thane (W) – 400 601

Tel: +91 9987437446 (Trust Reg. No. E6717 (Thane) dated 21/03/2011)

Website: www.vsmthane.org

You Tube: www.youtube.com/user/vsmthane

FB: www.facebook.com/vsmthane

Twitter: www.twitter.com/vsmthane

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/vsmthane/ 

Instagram: www.instagram.com/vsmthane

www.vawesomes.wordpress.com

VSM in Numbers 15

350
Students

300
Volunteers

514
Alumni

6
Branches

230
Villages
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